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On Writing 

 

It’s there, perfectly formed just above my right eye. I can feel it, know the story, plot moving 

seamlessly, well-rounded characters. 

As I drift to sleep the words line up in poetic sentences waiting to be transcribed, but by 

morning they have buried themselves deep, covered by shopping lists, work priorities and 

kids’ schedules. 

So I sit, pen in hand, pristine notebook open. I know it’s there. I can feel it pulsing in my 

brain. They are whispering their dialogue in voices just too quiet to hear. 

I excavate - dig with my pen like Heaney; like Adams I stare at the page until my eyes bleed. 

And when the sentences come, they leave their perfection behind. Like clods of clay they 

dollop onto the virginal page. But patience and honing and shaping and expanding and 

clarifying and finally something that approximates the idea forms on the page, while the 

perfect story stays in my brain, just above my eye, laughing at my best intentions. 

 

On Reading 

 

I drop bundles around the house, beside the bed, on the coffee table, the edge of the bath. 

Some with a time limit stamped inside, others to be returned – whenever. 

I hope they will whisper their secrets to me while I sleep, or iron, or do one of the hundred 

tasks that build barriers between us. I hope their pages will open and a thousand words, a 

million letters, will fly into my brain. 

When I have time I cautiously pick, uncracked spine or charity shop whore. The covers 

seduce me, call me to open the new world. 

And once there, the black lines take me travelling with companions who will come into my 

mind and never leave, spilling bits of themselves like ink. Othello and Jane Eyre; Miss 

Brodie and Josef K; conducting conversations and dances inside my soul. 

 Time Out Guide to New York 

 Case Histories 

 A Handmaid’s Tale 

I close my book and re-engage with a changed world. 
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I hope you enjoyed this little piece, which was first published in Words are Thoughts a 

Collection of Writing from the G2 Writers’ Group. You can find more of my writing on 

Amazon.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Colette-Coen/e/B009YX06J4/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1

